
CONTACT  US
Kaapittiaq is available as whole bean or ground 
coffee in a variety of bag sizes and single-serve 
cups. We supply individual orders, in addition to 
selling wholesale to restaurants, cafes, retail stores  
and events. Visit our website to get in touch about 
your order needs. 

BUILDING  CULTURE  
THROUGH  COFFEE
Kaapittiaq means ‘good coffee’ in 
Inuinnaqtun, and that is what we produce. We 
source green beans from Indigenous farmers 
in Peru and transform them into the Arctic’s 
finest brew.  

 We are an Inuit owned and operated 
business dedicated to supporting the survival 
and revival of our culture. Each year, 75% 
of Kaapittiaq’s profits are used to create 
programs promoting Inuit culture, language 
and knowledge. 

P.O. Box 2160 
Cambridge Bay, Nunavut X0B 0C0

KAAPITURITTI
KAAPITTIAMI!

www.kaapittiaq.ca



QAYAQ   KAAPIA
Life is all about balance. This is never more true than when you’re in a 
qayaq. 

For those who appreciate an even keel, we’ve created our signature 
qayaq roast. Medium bodied with a pleasantly strong flavour, this 
coffee brings out the unique character of our premium beans for 
a smooth sailing taste. 

INUKHUK   KAAPIA
Inuit have no tradition of maps. Instead, we build inukhuit to tell us 
where to go and how to get there.  Good fishing spots, travel routes, 
caribou drives...they all have their stones.      

When choosing a title for this rich, dark roast, we wanted to give it a 
name as encouraging as its taste. We wanted something that keeps 
us on our feet, urges us forward and drives us to where we need to be.  
If you like a coffee that always puts you in your place, then the inukhuk 
roast is for you.  

IGLU   KAAPIA
We’ve all had those mornings when it is just too hard to get up. Now 
imagine that in winter at -50 degrees Celsius, 24 hour darkness, and in 
a house made of snow.

Our Iglu roast is a tribute to the fortitude of Inuit. We have combined 
Arabica and Robusta beans to create a bold and energizing espresso 
that will help you rise above any of life’s challenges. Whether you’re 
looking for a much-needed kick to start your day, or a pick-me-up to 
get you through it, this is the coffee to keep you going.

Kaapittiaq creates an Indigenous to Indigenous 
business network that connects communities 
across the globe to support their economic and 
cultural renewal.

With every Kaapittiaq purchase, 
you support the wellbeing and 
cultural survival of Indigenous 

communities in Northern Canada 
and in South America.


